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The Menu of Fountain Grill from Aberdeen contains about 19 different dishes and drinks. On average, you pay
for a dish / drink about $4.6. What Taylor C likes about Fountain Grill:

I got the chicken sandwich and fried pickles. Honestly the best I've had of either. The chicken sandwich was fried
to perfection and had the right amount of mayo, lettuce, and tomato to compliment the toasted bun. The fries

were warm and crispy and the pickles were a bit salty but that's expected. Otherwise they went perfect with the
ranch. Will definitely be stopping there again. read more. The restaurant offers complimentary WiFi for its

customers, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and have something. The rooms on
site are accessible, and therefore no problem for guests with wheelchairs or physiological limitations. What Jo

doesn't like about Fountain Grill:
WORST club sandwich I have ever eaten! All the club sandwiches I have ever had included toasted bread. This
one was slathered in so much mayo and thrown on the grill. Limp as could be and nasty. read more. At Fountain

Grill in Aberdeen, tasty, juicy, delicious barbecue is freshly roasted on an open flame and served with flavorful
sides, For you, the dishes are normally prepared in a short time and fresh. There are also fine American

dishes, for example, burgers and grilled meat, Besides the fine sandwiches, small salads and other snacks also
make a good snack.
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Salad�
CHEF SALAD $6.0

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Starter�
BROCCOLI BITES $4.0

Nugget�
HOT WINGS (6) $5.0

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PANINI

Appet�er�
CHEESE STICKS $4.0

FRIED PICKLES

Sandwiche�
HAM SANDWICH $4.0

CHICKEN SANDWICH

Sid� dishe�
MASHED POTATOES

PICKLES

Sauce�
MAYO

RANCH

Ingredient� Use�
POTATOES

SWEET POTATOES

CHICKEN

LETTUCE
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